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Joovy stands for the
future. We believe we
should be good to
each other, good to the
world and good to the
environment. Be good.
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STROLLERS

READY. SET.
CUSTOMIZE.
Never compromise on making memories
together with the stroller that grows and
changes in every way you need it to. With
space for up to three kids, the Qool is the
stroller designed to grow as your family does.

Grey Melange 8187

4 STROLLERS

Four configurations
out-of-the-box
Over 50 ways to customize
Reversible seat
110 lbs. total weight capacity

Black Melange 8189
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ACCESSORIES

Gray Melange 9079

Black Melange 9077

Bassinet 9080

Bench Seat 9082

Rain Cover 9083

Parent Organizer 9085

Tote 9086

Tray 9088

Front Adapters 8209

Graco/Chicco 9090

Britax 9091

Maxi-Cosi 9093

Maxi-Cosi Rear 9092

6 STROLLERS
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WHEN ONE
BECOMES TWO
With multiple ways to sit, the Caboose S
is perfect for growing families. Use it in
one of 16 different configurations for the
combination that works with your kids.

Grey Melange 8209
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Front or rear car seat positions
Bassinet attachment
Stand-on Platform
110 lbs. total weight capacity

Black Melange 8207
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ACCESSORIES

Grey Melange 8209

Black Melange 8209

Rain Cover 9110

Parent Organizer 9111

Cup Holder 9112

Handles 9113

Bassinet Adapters 9114

Tote 9115

Graco/Chicco 9120

Britax 9121

Maxi-Cosi 9123

Bassinet 9080
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LIGHTEST STAND-ON
TANDEM IN THE WORLD
The lightest stand-on tandem in the world!
This ultra-compact ride is the size of a single
stroller but packed with the functionality of
a full-size double. Navigating through tight
spaces and crowded areas will be a breeze
with the built in stand-on board and bench
seat for your older child.

Turquoise 8110
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Red 8111

Black 8117

Lockable rear bench seat
Universal car seat adapter
90 lbs. total weight capacity
Stroller weights just 23.5 lbs.

Charcoal 8119
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GREAT DESIGN
MEETS GREAT VALUE
We’ve combined our compact design with a
sharp price-point to give you the best value
in a field of wannabe stand-on tandems.
Parents favor the authentic Caboose standon design that empowers older siblings
with the choice to sit, stand or walk.

Red 8141
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Black 8147

Lockable rear bench seat
Universal car seat adapter
90 lbs. total weight capacity
Stroller weighs 27.5 lbs.

Appletree 8148
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The Only Sit & Stand
Triple
As the only stand-on triple in the world,
the Big Caboose makes it possible to
stroll with all three of your children! No
need to navigate around an extra board
attachment. With this stroller, you get two
full-size seats and an integrated stand-on
platform, centered within the wheelbase
for an incredibly stable ride for your oldest
child.

Turq 8150
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Great for twins + toddlers
Lockable rear bench seat
Two universal car seat adapters
125 lbs. total weight capacity

Black 8157
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Caboose with
Extra Seat
The Caboose Too has all of the same great
features of our Caboose stroller PLUS it
includes a full-size, forward-facing Rear
Seat. The Rear Seat is removable and
accommodates children too young (less than
2.5 years) to use the rear bench seat and
stand-on platform.

Includes Caboose Rear Seat
Lockable rear bench seat
Newborn-ready with
universal car seat adapter
90 lbs. total weight capacity
Stroller weighs 27.5 lbs.

Black 8167
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Caboose Ultralight
with Extra Seat
The Caboose Too Ultralight has all of
the same great features of our Caboose
Ultralight stroller PLUS it includes a fullsize, forward-facing rear seat. This seat is
removable and accommodates children too
young (less than 2.5 years) to use the rear
bench seat and stand-on platform. The Rear
Seat has multi-position recline and holds
a child from 6 months to 45 lbs. Enjoy a
smooth ride with sealed bearing wheels and
4-wheel suspension.

Includes Caboose Rear Seat
Lockable rear bench seat
Newborn-ready with
universal car seat adapter
90 lbs. total weight capacity
Stroller weighs 23.5 lbs.

Black 8177
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ACCESSORIES

Caboose Rear Seat,
Turq 9060

Caboose Rear Seat,
Red 9061

Caboose Rear Seat,
Charcoal 9069

Parent Organizer 900

Big Caboose
Rain Cover 903

Handle Cover 9129
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Caboose Rear Seat,
Black 9067

Caboose Rain Cover 901

Caboose Rear Seat,
Appletree 9068

Caboose Ultralight
Rain Cover 905
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EXPERIENCE
ADVENTURE TOGETHER
Joovy knows if it’s not lack of time keeping
parents from staying active, it’s guilt of being
away from their kids. That’s why we designed
the perfect bike trailer and stroller for active
parents — an all-in-one outdoor adventure
solution that converts from bike trailer to
stroller in a snap.

Bike hitch included
100 lbs. total capacity
Two 5-point harnesses
Fully adjustable handle

Black 5017
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LUXURY MEETS
COMPACT
We took every part of the compact stroller
and made it BETTER. Biggest wheels of
any compact stroller on the market for an
effortless push, more space for kids and
stuff, and the sturdiest design ever — with a
compact tri-fold that stows neatly in even the
tiniest trunks. Newborn ready with universal
car seat adapter.

Biggest wheels on compact
stroller
Removable, machine washable
seat
Tray folds with the stroller
55 lbs. seat capacity
Stroller weighs just 16 lbs.
Newborn ready with universal
car seat adapater included

Black 8227
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Sand 8228

Forged Iron 8229

Glacier 8220

Olive 8222

Paprika 8225
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THE COMPACT
STROLLER THAT
CONQUERS TWO
We took every part of the tri-fold strollers
that were already out there, made one that
was EVEN better, and then doubled it.
Biggest wheels of any compact double
stroller on the market for a smoother ride.

Biggest wheels on compact
double stroller
Removable, washable seat
2 trays that fold with the stroller
Easy, compact standing fold
50 lbs. each seat capacity

Black 8237
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Sand 8238

Forged Iron 8239

Glacier 8230

Olive 8232

Paprika 8235
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The Door-Friendly
Double Stroller
From a simple stroll to the playground to a
day of adventure at an amusement park, the
ScooterX2 will make each trip a delight for
you and your little ones. As a side-by-side
stroller, the ScooterX2 is still narrow enough
to fit through most doorways. Sporting an
enormous canopy and individually reclining
seats, the ScooterX2 is sure to keep both
your little ones cool and comfortable.

Blueberry 8070
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Red 8071

Black 8077

Fits through doorways
Independently reclining seats
Easy, one-handed fold
90 lbs. total weight capacity

Charcoal w/ Tray 8109
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NEWBORN
TWIN MOBILITY
Life with two babies can seem
overwhelming at times and we want to help
make it a little easier. The TwinRoo+ is a
frame stroller for two infant car seats that
works a little differently than other twin
frame strollers.

TwinRoo+ 00848
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Compatible with 23 major
car seat models
Car seats can face either side
One-handed flat fold
70 lbs. total weight capacity

w/ Chicco Adapters 00847
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RUN &
EXPLORE
At 26.25 lbs, the Zoom360 Ultralight is one
of the smoothest yet solid jogging strollers
around. The large 16” pneumatic rear wheels
can easily glide over uneven terrain and
the suspension will minimize bumps in the
road. The pneumatic front wheel can be
unlocked to swivel, allowing for maximum
maneuverability. It can also be locked for
great stability for walking or running on
straight, long paths.

Blueberry 8060
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Red 8061

Black 8067

Highest riding seat
Aluminum frame
Shock absorbing suspension
One-handed under seat fold
Car seat adapters available
75 lbs. seat capacity

Charcoal 8069
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THE LIGHTWEIGHT
DOUBLE JOGGER
The ZoomX2’s extra-large tires were built
to conquer a variety of terrains, but its slim
design and budget-friendly price tag means
it’s not going to consume your trunk or your
wallet.

Paprika 8260
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Glacier 8268

12.5” front wheel that swivels
or can lock in place
Easy, one-handed fold
One-step parking brakes
50 lbs. each seat capacity

Forged Iron 8269
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Stroller
ACCESSORIES

CocoonX2 Parent
Organizer 9049

TwinRoo+ Adapter,
Britax 9031

ScooterX2
Rain Cover 9019

TwinRoo+ Adapter,
UPPAbaby 9032

ScooterX2 Tray 9018

TwinRoo+ Adapter,
Chicco 9033

TwinRoo+ Adapter,
Graco 9030

TwinRoo+ Adapter,
Maxi-Cosi 9034

Zoom360 Ultralight Adapter, Zoom360 Ultralight Adapter, Zoom360 Ultralight Adapter,
Peg Perego 00951
Graco Click Connect 9000
UPPAbaby 9002

TwinRoo+ Adapter,
Peg Perego 9035
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Zoom360 Ultralight
Rain Cover 9009

Zoom360 Ultralight Adapter,
Graco Classic Connect 00948

Zoom360 Ultralight Adapter,
Chicco 00949

Zoom360 Ultralight Adapter,
Maxi-Cosi 9003

Zoom360 Ultralight Adapter,
Britax B-Safe 9005
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IN HOME

From Walker to
Stationary Entertainer!
We listened, and parents told us what would
make the Spoon even better. With the
Spoon b, we found the answer by adding
parking brakes to keep your baby stationary
when needed. The upgraded seat is more
comfortable and has a softer enhanced fabric
with stain resistance. The Spoon b seat has
a new, simple way to remove for washing
and cleaning! Our original Spoon customers
mentioned hair from the floor would get
picked up and tangled into the wheels,
making it less mobile and harder to clean.
On the Spoon b, we fixed that by adding a
removable rear wheel to make cleaning as
easy as possible.

PinkCrush 00326

40 IN HOME

Removable rear wheels
Rear parking brake system
Ultra-wide base
Folds flat for easy storage

Slate 00329
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LESS IS MORE
When baby can sit upright unassisted and
her toes touch the ground, she is ready for
the Spoon. With three height positions, the
Spoon is ideal up to 30 lbs and 33.5 inches
tall. The Spoon sports a comfortable seat
made of 600D nylon that combines luggage
grade toughness with a soft, padded high
seat back for support. Easily removable, the
seat can be machine washed for freshening
up.

Blueberry 00120
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Red 00121

Greenie 00122

Removable, washable padded
sear seat
Swivel front wheels
Removable dishwasher-safe tray
with child-resistant snap
Folds flat for easy storage

Charcoal 00129
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The Newborn
Ready Highchair
The Nook NB was made for convenience,
built for the basics, and created for
compactness that still gets the job done. Still
with your favorite features like the swingopen tray that operates with one hand, a
zero assembly design that folds with no
hassle, and a leatherette cover that wipes
clean without harsh chemicals, but now
even better. The added front-wheels for
easy mobility, three-position reclining seat,
and easier adjustable tray options make this
highchair a game changer.

Mustard 2201
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PinkCrush 2206

Jet 2207

Newborn ready
Three-position reclining seat
One-handed swing open tray
Easy to clean leatherette seat
Folds down flat for storage

Slate 2209
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THE ULTIMATE
SOPHISTICATION
To simplify mealtime, the new Nook features
a large swing-open tray that can be operated
with just one hand! No need to line up
cumbersome rails or remove dishes from
the tray before opening. Simply swing out
the tray, unbuckle your child, and off you go!
There is no assembly required.

Turquoise 2060
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Red 2061

Coral 2065

Black 2067

Dishwasher-safe tray insert
Removable swing open tray
Four-position adjustment tray
Compact one-handed fold

Charcoal 2069
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FEATURES,
STYLE, VALUE
Newborn ready, the Foodoo allows baby
to be with you in the kitchen from day one.
As baby grows, the Foodoo grows with
him up to 50 lbs. Easy height and recline
adjustments make meals comfortable at
any table. Infants and newborns can join the
family tableside in the fully reclined Foodoo.
Perfect for sleeping baby and convenient
first feedings, the Foodoo adjusts to a more
upright position as baby begins to sit up.

Turquoise 2120
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Black 2127

Five different reclining positions
Easy to clean leatherette seat
One-hand, 2-position tray
Dishwasher-safe tray insert
8 different height positions

Charcoal 2129
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ALL-IN-ONE
With the Room, you’ll be ready for new
baby’s arrival! This full-featured nursery
center is a convenient accessory for any room
in the house and grows into a playard as
baby gets mobile. If space is tight, the Room
offers the most necessary conveniences in
one product for space efficiency. It is also a
favorite for grandparents who want a nursery
center for grand babies.

Turquoise 7030
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Black 7037

Charcoal 7039

Bassinet with 15 lbs capacity
Folds & stores in travel bag
Diaper organizer & side pocket
Flip away changing table
Adjustable to become playpen

Slate 7035
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STRONG + SPACIOUS
As parents, sometimes we need a quick
minute by ourselves; to use the restroom,
take a shower, or get dinner started. When
baby starts to move though, a minute can be
too much time. The Room2 provides peace of
mind for moments like these. You’ll breathe
a little easier knowing baby is content in the
Room2 and not exploring the family room
without you there to supervise. The Room2
playard provides a safe place for baby while
you [fill in the blank].

Black 7017
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Large mesh windows
Abundant room for two babies
Supports baby 0+M to 35”
Compact fold with travel bag

Charcoal 7029
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TWIN CENTRAL
The Room2 Twin Nursery Center is the perfect
accessory for the Room2 playard. This add-on
product extends the life of the Room2 with
bassinet and changing table functionality.
Suitable for one baby as well as twins and
multiples, the Room2 and Twin Nursery
Center create a dynamic combination that
will grow with the family from birth through
toddler years.

Includes changing table,
bassinet, and bassinet divider
Flip-away changing table
Changing table holds 25 lbs.
Bassinet holds up to 30 lbs.
(or two 15 lbs babies)

Black 9051
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PORTABLE PLAYPEN,
BASSINET, AND ROCKER
Buying trends led us to develop the Coo.
Its compact, stylish, and portable made
with the best materials and minimalistic
design. The top half of the Coo functions
as a bassinet for babies up to 15 lbs. Once
they start pushing up on their hands and
knees, it’s time to switch to the playpen. The
premium breathable fibers mattress provides
maximum comfort for your little ones. The
Coo offers better-looking baby gear, so you
can room-share in style.

White 7068
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Folds flat for storage
Converts from bassinet to
playpen with a zipper
Under-bassinet storage
Rock or stays put
Newborn ready bassinet holds
up to 15 lbs.

Dark Gray 7069
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EASY
TO CLEAN
We understand that teaching your child to
“go” is your number one priority, but cleaning
up afterwards is a very close second. This is
why the Loo has a completely sealed inner
bowl and has been designed with only two
parts that fit cleanly together with no nooks
or crannies for spill overs to get trapped.

For kids up to 60 lbs.
Easy to clean
Extra-roomy inner bowl
Non-slip base

White 00190
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HOLDS
300 LBS
The StepTool is great in all environments
and makes reaching easier for you and
your children. Whether using it to reach a
kitchen counter, the bathroom sink, or the
“big potty,” the StepTool will step-up to your
needs. Our step stools sturdy construction is
rated to support 300 lbs and the non-slip top
and bottom ensures both safety and stability.

Supports up to 300 lbs.
6.25” high
Wide supportive base design
Non-slip rubber top and bottom

White 00191
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EXPLORERS STICK
TOGETHER
No matter where you adventure, when you
take your wild things out, you need a place
for them to crash. Give your children a comfy
space on the beach or at the soccer game
with a self-inflating portable baby bed that
can fit in a large diaper bag. The Gloo is
available in two sizes: Regular (0-3 years)
and Large (0-5 years).

60 IN HOME

Easy pop-up setup

Blueprint,
Regular 7040

Sunset Purple,
Regular 7043

Blithe, Regular 7048

Forged Iron,
Regular 7049

Blueprint, Large 7050

Sunset Purple,
Large 7053

Zinnia, Large 7054

Metallic Silver,
Large 7055

Blithe, Large 7058

Forged Iron,
Large 7059

Zinnia, Regular 7044

Metallic Silver,
Regular 7045

Ages 6 months to 5 years
Dew resistant and bugproof
UPF 50 sun protection
Self-inflating sleeping pad
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SLEEP
ANYWHERE
The Foocot is a kid’s dream cot. Kids love
knowing where they will nap or sleep while
they are away from their own bed. Parents
love the flexibility and portability of the
Foocot. Ideal for vacation and fun at home,
the Foocot will give your child a secure sense
of where they will sleep, making bedtime or
nap time much easier. Compact and easy to
use, the Foocot is perfect for travel, day care,
sleepovers, camping and playing.

Blueberry 1010
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Greenie 1012

Orangie 1015

Capacity: 48” or 75 lbs
Durable life-proof fabric
Weighs just 6.6 lbs
Travel bag included

Pink 1016
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OUTDOORS

The Best Folding
Tricycle In The World
Meet the ultimate trike. The Joovy Tricycoo
The innovation in the tricycle category over
the past few years has been incredible.
Parents are using trikes to not only entertain
their children but as a replacement for
their strollers! Joovy was one of the first
companies to get into the exciting category
of push tricycles. Our original Tricycoo was
followed by the Tricycoo 4.1 and then the
Tricycoo LX.

Blueness 1100

66 OUTDOORS

Rorange 1103

PinkCrush 1106

Goldy 1107

Super-compact fold
Foldable parent push handle
Comes fully assembled
No-flat technology rubber
wheels
Storage bag included

Forged Iron 1109
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8-In-1 Trike

Extra-large front tire

Meet the ultimate trike. The Joovy Tricycoo
LX is an 8-in-1 tricycle that changes as your
child grows, from 6 months up to 5 years old.

Eight adjustable stages

In Stage 1 Baby Mode, the child seat reverses
and reclines facing mom and dad. As your
child develops and grows, the Tricycoo LX
adapts to allow more and more child control.
Stages range from Stages 1 and 2 Baby
Mode (6 months+), to Stages 3 and 4 Baby
Mode (9 months+), to Stage 5 Push Mode
(12 months+), to Stage 6 Toddler Mode (18
months+), to Stage 7 Child- Controlled Mode
(24 months+), and Stage 8 Classic Trike
Mode (36 months+).

Magenta 1046

68 OUTDOORS

Glacier 1040

Pine 1042

Black 1047

Huge UPF 50+ canopy
Storage basket
Easy assembly

Zinna 1044
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GROWS WITH
YOUR CHILD
The Tricycoo 4.1 is your child’s first vehicle
and the perfect way to introduce balance
and coordination, one step at a time. Ideal for
babies as young as 10 months, the Tricycoo
4.1 transforms through 4 stages as your child
grows.

Blue 1020

70 OUTDOORS

Pink 1026

Four adjustable stages
Adjustable parent handle
Extendable UPF 50 canopy
Large 10” front wheel

Black 1027
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Durable Magnesium
Balance Bike
The Bicycoo Mg, our third-generation
balance bike, is no toy. There are plenty of
cheap plastic balance bikes on the market
that hit low price points. Our Bicycoo Mg
is a one-piece magnesium frame. Not only
is magnesium lightweight, durable, and
stronger than aluminum, but it also absorbs
16 times more shock and vibrations, making
it the ideal metal that gives competitive
sports that extra edge. Magnesium is also
the most eco-friendly and sustainable metal
known to man. The rims are magnesium,
with rubber pneumatic tires. The deluxe stem
(gooseneck) and handlebars are aluminum.
The Bicycoo Mg’s overall weight is 6.7
pounds, making it very easy for a child to
control from the walking start to riding.

Blueness 00180
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Rorange 00183

PinkCrush 00186

Goldy 00187

Magnesium frame
Extremely lightweight - 6.7 lbs
Adjustable seat and handlebar
Integrated footrest

Forged Iron 00189
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START SAFETY
EARLY
We feel that it’s never too early to set a
good example, especially when it comes to
safety. Teaching children about safety and
introducing good safety habits is an essential
part of parenting. That’s exactly why we
developed the Noodle helmet. The Noodle
is for children 1 – 9 years old with head sizes
between 18.5 – 22 inches. The Noodle is
available in two sizes: Small fits heads 18.5 –
20.5 inches and Medium fits heads 20.5 – 22
inches.

Blueberry, XS–S 00110

Red, XS–S 00111

Greenie, XS–S 00112

Pink, XS–S 00116

Black, XS–S 00117

Blue, XS–S 00118

Red, S–M 1031

Greenie, S–M 1032

Orangie, S–M 1035

Orangie, XS–S 00115

Blueberry, S–M 1030

Pink, S–M 1036

Pinch guard on chin strap
Built-in sun visor
Adjustable fit dial
14 integrated air vents
Black, S–M 1037

Blue, S–M 1038
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TOYS

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY
& FUNCTIONALITY
Our heirloom-quality Toy Car Seat helps
children understand the importance of good
passenger safety, without sacrificing playtime
fun. Children learn to imitate the role of a
caring and responsible parent as they safely
secure a favorite doll or stuffed toy into the
doll car seat. Parents find that their child is
more cooperative about using their car seat
as a result!

Pink Dot 002

78 TOYS

Padded removable seat cover
Machine-washable seat fabric
Functioning LATCH system
Converts to rocker
Toy Caboose stroller compatible

Blue Dot 003
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TEACH CAR SEAT
SAFETY
Your child will love taking their doll or
stuffed animal friend along for the ride with
our crash tested Toy Booster Seat. This
toy has real working features and operates
like a real booster seat. The included
LATCH attachment makes it safe for use
in the car and helps children understand
the importance of good passenger safety,
without sacrificing playtime fun. Parents find
that their child is more cooperative about
using their car seat as a result!

Pink Dot 012
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Padded seat cover
Machine-washable seat cover
Functioning LATCH system
Fits dolls/stuffed toys up to 22”

Blue Dot 013
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REPLICA FUNCTIONS
LIKE A REAL STROLLER
Pretend playtime gets real with the Toy
Caboose Stroller. Kids love this realistic,
high-quality toy replica of our original Joovy
Caboose Stand-On Tandem stroller. The
clever design allows your child to secure
and transport two or three cherished toy
friends at once for hours of role-playing fun.
The included car seat adapter is compatible
with the Toy Car Seat (sold separately) and
creates a travel system – just like mom and
dad’s stroller.

Pink Dot 042
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Fits dolls/stuffed toys up to 22”
Easy, compact fold
Includes car seat adapter
Front swivel wheels

Blue Dot 043
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HOLDS 22” DOLLS,
REALISTIC FOLD
The Toy Room2 playard is larger than our
original model. Just like our toy strollers
and car seats, these toys are built at a real
playard factory, and they function just like
the real thing. Kids love folding, unfolding
and storing the playard inside the travel bag
and taking it everywhere. Dolls, teddy bears
and just about anything else love having a
place to play and sleep. Kids love role playing
as parents with this realistic toy.

Pink Dot 1002
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Fits dolls/toys up to 22”
Easy compact fold
Included travel carrying case
Made of high-quality materials

Blue Dot 1003
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FEEDING

DIAMOND GLASS

A CLEAR CHOICE
The Boob Diamond glass is tough, non-toxic,
and thermal shock resistant. These bottles
go from freezer to warmer and are easy to
clean. Boob Diamond bottles use the anticolic CleanFlow™ Vent and our wide/deep
nipple design. Available in 5 oz and 8 oz.

PPSU

Dishwasher-safe
Heat & thermal shock resistant
Freezer-friendly
Natural feel nipple design

BEST PERFORMING
BOTTLE
The PPSU Boob Baby Bottle is a medical
grade bottle that is BPS, BPA, phthalate, and
lead free, and ergonomically designed to fit
nicely in your hand. It stands up to repeated
sterilization and prevents odor or color
absorption. The gray color emphasizes a
clean look and milk appears whiter compared
to amber-colored bottles. Each bottle is
individually shrink-wrapped to ensure the
highest level of cleanliness. Available in 5 oz
and 9 oz.

Dishwasher and freezer safe
CleanFlow™ Vent
Medical-grade plastic
Stain & odor resistant

Compatible with
Insulator, nipples, Naturally Nood nipples,
breast pump adapter, sealing cap
88 FEEDING
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PP

BEST VALUE
BOTTLE
The Joovy Boob Baby Bottle is the most
innovative baby bottle on the market today.
Ergonomic and beautiful, the Boob is made
with premium materials and offers the very
best functionality. The PP Boob is the costeffective choice and offers the same great
Boob technology. Available in 5 oz, 9 oz, and
11 oz.

90 FEEDING

Diamond 5 oz 2168

Diamond 8 oz 2169

Diamond 5 oz,
Turquoise 2172

Diamond 8 oz,
Turquoise 2173

Diamond 5 oz
3-Pack, Turquoise 2170

Diamond 8 oz
3-Pack, Turquoise 2171

Diamond 5 oz,
Pink 2174

Diamond 8 oz,
Pink 2175

Diamond 5 oz
3-Pack, Pink 2178

Diamond 8 oz
3-Pack, Pink 2179

Diamond Gift Set 2176

Glass Bottle Breast Pump
Adapter 2-Pack 2159

Glass Bottle Sealing
Cap 2-Pack 2115

PPSU 5 oz 00258

PPSU 9 oz 00261

PPSU 5 oz with
Insulator 00260

Easy to assembly
CleanFlow™ Vent
Dishwasher and freezer safe
Advanced nipple design
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PPSU 9 oz with
Insulator 00263

PPSU 5 oz
2-Pack 00259

PPSU 9 oz
2-Pack 00262

PPSU 5 oz,
3-Pack 2082

PPSU 9 oz,
3-Pack 2083

PPSU Starter Set
00282

PPSU Gift Set 00284

PP 5 oz, Clear 00240

PP 9 oz, Clear 00243

PP 11 oz, Clear 00286

PP 5 oz, Clear with
Insulator 00242

PP 5 oz,
Clear 2-Pack 00241

PP 5 oz,
Clear 3-Pack 2086

PP 9 oz,
Clear 3-Pack 2087

PP 9 oz,
Turquoise 00249

PP 9 oz, Turquoise
with Insulator 00251
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PP 5 oz, Turquoise
2-Pack 00247

PP 5 oz, Purpleness
2-Pack 00253

PP Starter Set,
Purpleness 00273

Bottle and Nipple
Brush 2028

PP 5 oz,
Purpleness 00252

PP 9 oz, Purpleness
2-Pack 00256

PP Gift Set,
Purpleness 00299

CleanFlow Vent,
2-Pack 00276

PP 9 oz,
Purpleness 00255

PP Gift Set,
Clear 00283

PP/PPSU Bottle Breast Pump
Adapter 2-Pack 2158

5 oz Insulator 00270

PP 5 oz, Purpleness
with Insulator 00254

PP Starter Set,
Turquoise 00272

PP/PPSU Bottle Bottle
Sealing Cap 2-Pack 00297

9 oz Insulator 00271
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Bottle and Nipple
Brush 2028

CleanFlow Vent,
2-Pack 00276

5 oz Insulator 00270

Formula Dispenser
2027

Nipple Stage 1,
2-Pack 00264

Nipple Stage 2,
2-Pack 00265

Nipple Stage X,
2-Pack 00267

Naturally Nood Nipple
Stage 1, 2-Pack 2051

Naturally Nood Nipple
Stage X, 2-Pack 2054
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9 oz Insulator 00271

Nipple Stage 3,
2-Pack 00266
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CLEAN, LIGHT,
TRANSPARENT SILICONE
The Silinoogie Pacifier is designed for
newborn babies 0M+, made of clean, light
silicone. This durable, one-piece pacifier is
clear and contains no tints. Color is achieved
with a PPSU insert. Classic natural silicone
offers a soft feel in a nipple shape designed
for the soothing and pacifying of your baby
with easy transitions between Boob bottle,
mom’s breast, and pacifier.
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Easy-grip handle
Durable one-piece design
Comfort shield
Dishwasher-safe

DESIGNED FOR
COMFORT
The Airnoogie is designed to comfort your
baby. Ready for newborns, and older babies
too, this pacifier is available in two sizes;
0m+ and 6m+. The BPA-free silicone nipple
is symmetrical with an orthodontic shape
to accommodate the natural development
of your baby’s palate, teeth, and gums. The
comfort shield is curved to fit comfortably
under baby’s nose, and the Airnoogie
features a balloon-shaped back that is easy
to grip and handle. Available in Small (O
months+) and Medium (6 months+).

Orthodontic nipple shape
Clean, light silicone
Dishwasher-safe
Long vents
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Blue, 2-Pack 2130

Purple, 2-Pack 2131

Lime, 2-Pack 2132

Orange, 2-Pack 2133

Clear, 2-Pack 2134

Night-Glow, 2-Pack 2149

Turquoise, Small
2-Pack 2135

Gray, Small
2-Pack 2136

Yellow, Small
2-Pack 2137

Lime, Small
2-Pack 2138

Turquoise, Medium
2-Pack 2139

Gray, Medium
2-Pack 2140

Yellow, Medium
2-Pack 2141

Lime, Medium
2-Pack 2142
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A KID’S
BEST FRIEND
The Joovy Dood Sippy Cups are the best,
most full-featured training cups on the
market today. They are available in two sizes,
a 7 oz training cup and a 9 oz drinking cup.

Flexible, easy-hold handles
100% dishwasher-safe

7 oz, Purpleness 00291

Handles 2-Pack,
Purpleness 00280

Handles 2-Pack,
Turquoise 00279

CleanFlow vent
Removable no-spill valve

Hard Spout 2-Pack,
Purpleness 00278
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9 oz, Purpleness 00294

Hard Spout 2-Pack,
Turquoise 00269

Soft Spout 2-Pack,
Purpleness 00277
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THERE’S A NEW
STRAW CUP IN TOWN
Meet your little one’s new best friend! Your
child will love the Pengoo for all their favorite
beverages. Fun and easy to use, the Pengoo
has a flexible silicone straw and comfortable
handles. The integrated cap encloses the
straw when not in use. The spill-proof
Pengoo is dishwasher-safe, easy to clean,
and BPA, BPS, and phthalate free. Available
in 8 oz and 12 oz.

8 oz 2071
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12 oz 2070

Soft, flexible silicone straw
Ergonomic handles
Spill-proof
Dishwasher-safe

8 oz Replacement
Straws 3-Pack 2073
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MOOVIT

THE PORTABLE
TRUNK THAT GOES
WHERE YOU GO
Introducing Joovy’s solution to an age-old
problem, getting from here to there with
stuff. The Moovit category is revolutionizing
how people carry [you name it] with
convenience and ease. This portable trunk
has double-decker storage options with
extra space and weight capacity. Whether
you’re on-the-go to the supermarket, hauling
supplies for work, or heading to your team’s
next tailgate, the Boot is here to make your
life easier. Designed for everyday use, the
stylish Boot provides strong and sturdy
transport to get there with everything you
need.

Silver 5001
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One-step linked parking brake
70 lbs. carrying capacity
Easily removable tote
One-handed compact fold

Black 5007
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Convenience is
the Key
The Platoon will revolutionize the way
people move their stuff. Made of high-quality
durable materials and featuring all-terrain
wheels and a removable storage basket, it’s
more convenient and easier to use than any
other carrier, cart or wagon on the market.
Platoon’s modular storage basket allows you
to pack your gear at home, load it into the
car, and then click & go anywhere. Platoon
takes the stress out of packing, loading and
hauling your stuff so you can get to where
you need to go faster and more organized.
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Black 5008

Easy one-handed fold
All-terrain, EVA wheels
Removable mesh storage basket
Fold out chair loop
150 lbs. weight capacity
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